
Indigenous Peoples have
just rece

Externally-imposed impact measurement requirements do not
enable different ideas of what success, impact and return on

investment mean, or for Indigenous Peoples to define, measure
and report on impact in ways that are meaningful to them. 

This approach can cause cultural harm and continued colonial
trauma for Indigenous Peoples.

Indigenous Peoples have "the right to pursue their development in
keeping with their own needs and aspirations...and the right to

remain distinct and to pursue their own visions of economic and
social development.” 

~ United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples

Although there is no word for evaluation, research or impact investing in
most Indigenous languages, the scientific process is not new to Indigenous
communities. Since their beginnings, Indigenous Peoples have survived off
the land through a "plan-do-check-act" process where empirical observation
and experience enable learning and adaptation. 

Centuries of colonial policies and practices have privileged dominant
Western, Eurocentric Worldviews while marginalizing Indigenous
Worldviews, values and perspectives. As it relates to impact measurement,
this has resulted in generations of imposed, invasive, racist, oppressive and
culturally unsafe research/evaluation on (not with or by) Indigenous Peoples. 

Our world is rapidly changing and impact investors must start valuing and
framing impact beyond financial return on investment. For Indigenous
investments, this requires stepping back and trusting Indigenous
communities to define and report on impact through their ways of knowing
and being.

Getting Comfortable with Discomfort: (Re)awakening to the
Value Proposition of Indigenous Ways of Knowing and Being in

Investment and Impact Measurement

Build                         with Indigenous communities in your region and around
the world that are based on                    , partnership, and mutual             
and learning 

Take                          to use your knowledge, learnings, networks, resources
and power for the betterment of Indigenous Peoples in your region and
around the world 

                 to the needs of Indigenous Peoples with action, by providing access
to meaningful capital and opportunity so they can fulfill their responsibilities to
their communities

               control by stepping back, sitting comfortably within another
Worldview and letting Indigenous methodologies and concepts of impact drive
the impact measurement process

                the unique history and needs of these communities, and the
shared history of Indigenous Peoples around the world

             on your own bias and privilege - how are they part of the problem
and the solution?

Where we are at:

Where we need to be:

How we get there:

(Re)learn

relationships

Reflect

reciprocity respect

responsibility

Respond

Release

Click to connect
with us:

Indigenous ways of knowing and being are the path forward

https://www.nativewomenlead.org/
https://indigenousinnovate.org/
https://www.grandchallenges.ca/
https://ravencapitalpartners.ca/
https://ncie.org.au/

